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The year 1998 was marked by two unusual and
opposing occurrences: the spectacular burning of
the grapes caused by record high temperatures in
August followed by exceptional rainfall in
September.
The First Plénitude of Dom Pérignon Vintage 1998
(released in 2005) was a model of balance.
In its Second Plénitude, invigorated by the
additional years in the cellars, Dom Pérignon
P2 1998 transcends the potential of the vintage.
The dark, mineral, iodine, spiced singularity of
Dom Pérignon vibrates higher and clearer than
ever.

Dom Perignon P2 2000
“The energy of the wine is at its peak: Dom
Pérignon in high definition showing intensity and
vibrancy.”...Richard Geoffroy, Chef de Cave & Creator of
Dom Pérignon Vintages

The Second Plénitude of Dom Pérignon is reached
after over 16 years of elaboration in the silence of
the cellars. Dom Pérignon P2 offers intensity,
vibrancy and precision.
Dom Pérignon in high definition.

ON THE NOSE

ON THE NOSE

The wine has achieved an intense, full and radiant
bouquet, with notes of honeysuckle, orange colored
fruits, toasted almonds and hints of
iodine sensations.

Fresh, crystalline, and sharp, the first nose unveils an
unusual dimension, an aquatic vegetal world with
secret touches of white pepper and gardenia. The
wine reveals a light, gentle maturity before exhaling
peaty scents.

ON THE PALATE
ON THE PALATE
The creamy chewiness characterizing the vintage is
channeled in a direction that is edgy yet embracing,
with a wave of aromatic persistence. Its finish –
smoky, biting and full of energy – offers balance
and harmony.

FOOD PAIRING
Pairing caviar with Dom Pérignon is evident. The
caviar underscores the precision, the depth, and the
maturity of P2 1998's additional years of
elaboration in the Dom Pérignon cellar. A
substance that is both dark and luminous, black, it
shines and becomes translucent. The caviar
transfigures the energy of Dom Pérignon P2 1998.
No Box

$2,180/ btl | $2,130/ btl (3btl) BUY

The attack bursts forth, before maturing into a
sensual fullness that winds around itself, like a
tendril of foliage. Notes of liquorice and dried ginger
linger on the skin of fruit (pear and mango), more
textured than ripe. The finish gradually unfurls and
then settles, smooth, mellow, all-encompassing. An
indefinable je ne sais quoi, never upsetting the
integrity of the wine, has worked its charm.

THE 2000 HARVEST
The year 2000 was warm, with cooler-than-average
temperatures in the month of July and frequent
storms that brought significant amounts of rain and
hail. The initial tastings revealed that the
Chardonnay grapes harvested last were supple,
ample and complex. The Pinot Noir harvest was
structured and offered great length.
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All wines subject to final confirmation and on first come first serve basis. Stock is limited. Payment within 2
days to secure the wine order. Free delivery for order > $3,000. For orders below $3,000, can arrange pick up
at shop in Western District– located 4 minutes away from Sai Ying Pun MTR station. Promotion offer last until
20 Jul, 2017
Free delivery for order > $3,000
Pick up available at our shop:
1/F, Le Pinacle, Block 3, Connaught Garden, 155 Connaught Road West, Western District

WineWorld Champagne Shop
Wineworld have over 37 Champagne producers/brands and over 270 different kinds of champagne selections, please go to
http://www.wineworld.com.hk/2015/category.php?name=champagne to check out our extensive champagne list and we are
continuing to introducing more Champagne brands to our portfolio. Below is some of our highlight. You can click the logo to explore
more.
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